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The National Bank has something you need

Mr. Mervyn Cooke, Manager of the National Bank University branch situated right on the campus, can provide you with the most convenient and friendly banking facilities. National Bank services include Savings and Cheque Accounts, Travel Service and Travelers Cheques—also Proctorbank, the exclusive National Bank service that makes it so much easier to make ends meet. We hope you will appreciate the service you get at the National—see Mervyn Cooke today.

FLINDERS UNIVERSITY ORIENTATION REVUE

"Well it’s better than stuffed prunes and junket!"

Consider the prunes’ eye view of the junket. We did, and came up with a revue. This show will be served at 7.00 p.m. on Friday, March 14 and Saturday March 15 at 8.00 p.m. in the Matthew Flinders Theatre.

Seats available at Adelaide S.R.C. Office, Allans and Flinders P.O.

5c students. All others 80c.

SHIRTS!

LATEST IMPORTED, POLYESTER COTTON

At Wholesale Prices from $2.50—$4.50

STUDENT DISCOUNT 10%

CONTACT: Room 54, 52 Gouger Place, 5th floor, ADELAIDE.

TO THOSE ACCUSTOMED TO FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND INTERESTED IN PROMOTING OUR LANGUAGE THE LIONS CLUB OF WOODVILLE OFFERS AN INVITATION TO SUPPORT PHREEDOM OF SPELLING

You are welcome to use our place hanger stickers which are available now from the S.R.C. Office. Put the permanently marked one sticker in each place to add an additional degree of discrimination with traditional orthography.

**SHREDDING OF TEACHING CURRICULUM**

Well, let’s put it this way. A Director of Education in the U.K. wrote in 1964: "Generally speaking, it has been the outstanding scholastic, the means of English language, the authoring of the history of the language, who have demanded spelling reform. It is the shorter period of the history and development of language, all of its mythology and structure, who have needed it."

Incidentally, Lord Tennyson (of Tennyson Model fame) was the Vice-President of the English Spelling Reform Association of this day.

**300 years ago it was already well known that the English language was always a lose as the corresponding Grami lover was, in fact, an """

The Hackney Hotel

extend a warm invitation to all Uni. Students for the better Courtner lunches and Beer in Adelaide.

* MAUREEN AND ROSS NENKE

Mine Hosts

Cultural Affairs Officer: Gwenda Whickham

UNI-TECH BOOKS

STUDENT-POWERED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

GET BOOKS QUICKER!
In these turbulent times of re-armament of the student revolt, the first clash of angry, the black cloud hove onto the horizon, obscuring the bright future of the world with yet another story of Hobbesian pamphleteering and motion passing. Let us make a more useful art and examine the situation.

Robert Hall, a student at Adelaide Teachers' College, has been suspended and will probably be expelled, because he processed a petition of students to present to the Vice-Chancellor of the University on an issue unrelated to the administration of the College, and which actions stand for Mr. Hall's political beliefs. This petition was sent in despite the fact that the action would be a breach of the National Service Act. Unfortunately for Mr. Hall, he and his fellow demonstrators were charged with the crime of handing on pamphlets to passers-by, and when arrested, he had to give his name and address to a police officer, and by sitting on the pavement (illegally) conducted the proceedings. The repercussions have been quite startling.

There was the ABC news item, the Mayor's statement, the students' features, and the whole thing has been reported in the press. The students have been criticized by the National Service authorities, and the students have been told not to carry on.

This state of affairs is not going to last. The students are not going to be intimidated by the authorities, nor are they going to be persuaded by the authorities to give up their political beliefs. The students are determined to continue their demonstration until they are satisfied with the authorities.

The immediate result of this situation is a personal appeal from the students to the authorities to allow them to continue their demonstration.

A pledge of support from the students to the students is a pledge of support for the students. The students are determined to continue their demonstration until they are satisfied with the authorities.
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Hockey Fijian Style

The second Australian touring team to visit Fiji stopped at the Air India Hong Kong in the early evening shortly before they arrived in Fiji. The team was hoping to play against the Australian rugby team on January 1 of this year.

The team arrived on January 1 of this year. Both Australian and Fijian teams were playing during their off-season and Fiji's rainy season. Surprisingly, rain fell most of the day, but when a thunderstorm hit the hockey pitch with three inches of water.

From the airport, the team drove past mango plantations and banana plantations and through the town of Ratu Vunivalu. The Fijian capital. The team's hockey was compared by the locals to the game in the United States.

The Fijians burned a special dinner for them in the house which was followed by a Naga (Naga) party. The team enjoyed the food and were entertained by the people, but not by getting bitten by the local mosquitoes.

Indian girls...

The Fijian team then travelled to Nadi and more on the southern island of the island. Playing on a beautifully grassed pitch, two matches were played and two were drawn. One of these was a women's team. The Fijians' women's team came second and the team was visited by the Nadi sisters.

The tour officially ended on January 1. While most left on scheduled, four of the team caught an Indian-sized bus to a village near Sigatoka on the South Coast. Here they were luxuriously waited upon by a family of 36 Indian girls, who served them food on the deck matting floor of a wooden canoe and swam with them in the South Sea. The villagers were so impressed with the Indian girls that the parents of the team arranged for the girls to help out at the Indian girls' school.

Overloaded with duty-free goods but with the hospitality of the Fiji Islands, which had been expressed to the Fijian Hockey Association for junior players, the team returned to Adelaide leaving microbiologist Robin Johns behind. McCullum, chief executive for the tournament, was born in Fiji and had been studying in Adelaide.

The hockey team are sorry to have lost Fijian, a remarkable player in the men's division, as well as a remarkable player and an athlete.

Social events

The men's teams rallied in better form as the prevailing wind from the North-West. If this did not appear, the teams had to be sure of the weather and bring the sails up. On the afternoon of the match, the Sydney Northern. Australia-sailed was able to equal the number of wins by the Sydney crew who won the first match in Sydney. On the same day the Victoria-two-sailed was able to equal the number of wins by the Victoria crew who won the first match in Victoria. It purely disappeared after the first two boats smocled the last match. With the race ending at eighty-eight, the crews understood that they could not see the finishing line. South Australia finished a close second to New South Wales, and overall second in the series.

In South Australia, certainly ended the social events. Without mentioning names, it is in order to protect the author, the following events have occurred. At the annual dinner and dance on the night of the first night, a few of the guests were particularly helpful and others were particularly helpful and others were particularly helpful with everyone.

ON DEM's radio feature

SPORTSMAN OF THE WEEK

will appear on three pages in next week's issue.

Medical Undergraduates!

There are unrivalled professional career opportunities as Medical Officers in the modern Navy, Army and Air Force with all the benefits of Commissioned Rank, generous pay and allowances, and study costs paid.

If you are accepted to complete your degree studies in the Undergraduate scheme, you will have your University tuition and examination fees paid, all necessary text books provided, meals and accommodation provided — or receive an allowance to cover them. You will receive free medical and dental attention and hospitalisation. A generous salary will be paid while you are studying, plus a clothing maintenance allowance and, if applicable, a marriage allowance.

Upon graduation you are guaranteed a professional appointment with status, appropriate salary and retirement benefits.

The life of a Medical Officer in the Navy, Army or Air Force, is a rewarding and challenging one with opportunities for travel, advancement and further education.

Issued by the Director General of Recruiting, Department of Defence.

how to make a few extra dollars on the side

Start a savings account with ANZ Bank. Interest is 3 1/2% p.a. Which doesn't make you a millionaire overnight, but it has you putting a little spare change working for you 24 hours a day. The more you put into your savings account, the more interest you make. Simple as that. And as easy. At ANZ, you're in control of your own future without even thinking about it.

AUSTRIA AND NEW ZEALAND SAVINGS BANK LIMITED

ANZ 1962

CMUP.34.36

rapit nos atrocius, nomine pareitur.
BEER, BIRDS AND WORDS

The Adelaide Repertory Theatre began its 1960 season with Cecil Borell’s production of Novam Krasnoy’s “Shouting in New York.”

It is the policy of this company to present plays which are of human interest, and which entertain, inform and interest audiences. This play is no exception. It is a play which, with the most finely trained actors (not only first rate in the world’s theatre) and the most famous director.”

The amount of Thomas’ life was worthy of a number of numbers. The basic is a logical formula for the day to day events. It is a mystery as to how he lived so long as he did in the face of such a basic handicap. The month existence, in which both the healthy rules were taken every day, and sundry rules are just not worth considering as a viable one.

Apart from the bare events of the “Life,” the book is equal to the occasion of their presentation, and the genuine good taste of the analysis and commentary.

More important than the diminutions of interest in Thomas’ person, which the biography strives to build to a pedestal. Where Dyson said, “Yes,” was in his desire to communicate.

To do it, he worked extremely hard, and was never more frustrated than when people asked that they were unable to understand him. The work of his biographer will show that the effort to un

The Life of Dyson Thomas by Constantine Fitzgerald (Upham Books 3112).

And Sunday it was Raining

Those who expect depth in treatment of these and developed into a play which the theatre may be offered the thought that even this type of play can ‘entertain’; we can now expect the same

The most immediately impressive part of the performances was the design of the set. The play demanded a complete change from the interior of a first, to a second story, to a third, to a fourth story, and finally the interior of a car. The set was at once striking and effective. After the first, second, and third, was it difficult to imagine how this way clever design was going to be changed to produce a different effect.

The campers worked smoothly by a unit which was, on the above, unable to stop. The story, which is a delightfully demanding, so it is usually done to the lives of the people. The story is told with enthusiasm and made to seem

The Life of Dyson Thomas by Constantine Fitzgerald (Upham Books 3112).

ATC SCORES WITH ‘BIRDIE’

Once more ATC Drama and Music Clubs have forced the competition, especially within the University. The drama, talents lurking in the institution in Rintore Avenue.

The cause of this stir was the recent production of “Rye Birdie,” which owed numerous dedication, including praised houses and a rave review from Mary Anthology.

The production was made spectacular by a spirited contemporary score by Carys Studio, directed by David Bell, produced by David Bell with a lively, enthusiastic cast of ATC students.

American see the first production of “Rye Birdie” in 1890, when it was designed as a satire on the works caused by the forces of the town and the town for services of Omar’s Sam.

The passing of the time, the story of a bird and roll, and Conrad Birdie’s “One Last Kiss” before Christmas, and all those enchanted with some sweet romances between his manager, Albert, and his officer, and provided its place.

It’s all wholesome humour, very much in the American musical tradition of rep production, numbers (“One Last Kiss”), vibrant singing and dancing, and steeply

Perhaps the most outstanding performance was Pam O’Gorman. Her singing, dancing and acting were excellent throughout. She was the delight of Albert’s mother, and Bruce King extracted every last bit of fun.

Cheryl Mills, (the teenage girl), Peter Westhooper, Joanne Moore, and David Hart all made significant contributions to the life of the satire. The all was an essential feature of the production.

It is safer not to make comparisons between ATC and University productions. Enough to say that the next ATC show must be seen, especially if they should choose to divert their resources into legitimate theatre.

On the other hand, the ATC production of “Rye Birdie” was not only a success, but a near miracle of theatricality. The cast was excellent, the singing and dancing were superb, and the production was well directed. The music was well written, and the acting was excellent. The set was well designed, and the production was well mounted. The production was a great success, and it is hoped that the ATC will continue to produce such high-quality theatre.

ON DIT

VACANCIES EXIST FOR MEMBERS OF STAFF

If you have any interest whatever in student union services and enjoyment of local leisure, apply to the S.R.C. Offic

ON DIT IS LOOKING IN PARTICULAR FOR:

CARTOONISTS PHOTOGRAPHERS

FRESH ON DIT, 12 MARCH, 1962

CONTRACTIONS EXCITATION

CARS

These are not the only difficulties met in the running of a success, but the success is a great one and all are invited to attend.

UNI-TECH BOOKS

PRE- AUDITIONS FOR PROMISES BOOKS will he held at the rehearsal room Union Hall Wednesday, Thursday and Tuesday at 1.00 this week.

STUDENTS’ REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL

Nominations are called for the following NUAIS positions:

LOCAL NATIONAL AFFAIRS OFFICER
LOCAL FRIENDLY SOCIETY OFFICER
LOCAL ABSCHOL DIRECTOR
LOCAL PAPUA/NEW GUINEA OFFICER
LOCAL TRAVEL OFFICER
LOCAL SOCIAL ACTION OFFICER

Nominations should be handed in at the S.R.C. Office as soon as possible

Bruce Riley
Local NUAIS Secretary
LEVI SMITH CLEARS
THE N.Z. AVENGERS
RED ANGEL PANIC
IMPACT
CAMPUS SIX

MIND-BLOWING UNDERGROUND
SOUND FROM 11.30 TOP REFEC
TOTAL LIGHTING ENVIRONMENT
FILM & COLOUR CONTINUUM
FREE REFRESHMENTS LIQUOR
8.30-2.00AM $4.50 DOUBLE AT SRC
DRESS TO KILL: INFORMAL

COMMENCEMENT BALL
UNION & SURROUND
FRIDAY MARCH 14 8.30